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Med view
Med View

is a multimodality workstation which main
purpose is to visualize in a very efficient way.

Its

user’s interface makes it very easy to use.

Worklist
The images are received through a Dicom worklist. Our software supports Dicom
Store, Print, Push, Query & Retrieve, 10 part…

HARDWARE

In order to get to an exam quicker, the user can sort by date, exam, modality, ID…

REQUIREMENT
n Bi Core or upper

Image Processing
When the images are loaded in our software, the user has a quick access to the
manipulation tools and to the image processing.
Together with the standard tools such as windowing, zoom, shutter, distance and

n 3 GO of ram
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angle measurements (open and Cobb angle), rotations, video invert, the software
offers a lot of annotation and drawing possibilities.
In order to meet as best as possible the different requirements, it is for instance
possible to draw multi angles for the scoliosis.

Printing, Burning and Reports
It is possible to print on a Windows printer.
You can have a 100% zoom. You do not need a gateway. Everything is included
in the software. The user can also write or dictate his reports in Med View.
He will then be able to burn or archive images and report.

Report and archiving
The user can also write or dictate his reports in Med View (option).
He will then be able to burn or archive images and report.
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We also have an archiving system which combines security and quickness.
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